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Abstract

As part of the SPEECON corpora collection project, a software
toolbox for transforming speech recordings made in a quiet
environment with a close-talk microphone into far-talk noisy
recordings has been developed. The toolbox allows speech rec-
ognizers to be trained for new acoustic environments without re-
quiring an extensive data collection effort. This communication
complements a previous article in which the adaptation toolbox
was described in details and preliminary experimental results
were presented. Detailed experimental results on a database
specifically collected for testing purposes show the performance
improvements that can be obtained with the database adaptation
toolbox in various far-talk and noisy conditions. The Hebrew
corpus collected for SPEECON is also used to assess how close
a recognizer trained on simulated data can get to a recognizer
trained on real far-talk noisy data.

1. Introduction

SPEECON [1], launched in February 2000, is a project focus-
ing on collecting linguistic data for speech recognizer training
for consumer electronics (CE) devices. SPEECON is funded as
a shared-cost project by the European Commission’s Informa-
tion Societies Technologies (IST) Programme. The SPEECON
industrial consortium is collecting speech databases for 26 lan-
guages or dialectal zones in typical environments for CE appli-
cations. As part of the SPEECON project, a software toolbox
for transforming speech recordings made in a quiet environment
with a close-talk microphone into far-talk noisy recordings has
been developed. The goal of the toolbox is to allow speech rec-
ognizers to be trained for new acoustic environments without
requiring an extensive data collection effort. The SPEECON
toolbox algorithm and early speech recognition results obtained
with it have been presented in [2]. In this communication, we
present extensive experimental results obtained with the toolbox
on two test databases: a dedicated French database collected in
various environmental conditions with a series of microphones,
and the Hebrew SPEECON database. The latter also allows us
to assess how close a recognizer trained on simulated data can
get to a recognizer trained on real far-talk noisy data for CE
environments.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly
describe the SPEECON toolbox and how it can be used in prac-
tice. Sections 3 and 4 describe the experiments conducted on
the dedicated French database and on the Hebrew SPEECON
database, respectively. Finally, we draw conclusions in sec-
tion 5
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2. The SPEECON Toolbox
he SPEECON Environment Recordings

PEECON data collection effort takes into account the
tic variability that may be encountered in a CE scenario.
s, recordings are made with multiple microphone config-
ns, in different room types, in different locations within
rooms, and with various noise backgrounds. In addition,
c items are recorded for use with the SPEECON Toolbox:
oise and maximum-length sequences (MLS) for room im-
response (IR) identification and noise background. More

on the SPEECON recording scenarios can be found in
blicly available on [1].

escription of the Toolbox

PEECON Toolbox consists of two parts. The first part,
ped at DaimlerChrysler, supplies tools for the estimation
acoustical characteristics of a room. In particular, this
Acoustic Toolbox can:

Estimate room IR’s from MLS-sequence recordings,
from speech recordings or from pink noise recordings
with various IR identification techniques (LMS, time-
domain correlation, frequency-domain correlation);

Measure room acoustic properties (e.g. reverberation
times).

he second part, developed at ScanSoft, supplies tools for
aptation of clean speech databases to other acoustic con-
s. The Adaptation Toolbox can:

Extract a set of acoustically meaningful parameters from
a room IR;

Generate synthetic IR’s that match the acoustic parame-
ters of a room by a method similar to the one proposed
in [3];

Convolve a clean speech signal with (artificial or mea-
sured) room IR’s;

Add noise to clean speech recordings with scaling ad-
justments to obtain the desired SNR characteristics.

he two parts of the toolbox interface together and use as
nput the special recordings made during the SPEECON
ollection effort described in section 2.1. A detailed de-
on of the SPEECON toolbox can be found in [2].

sing the Toolbox in Practice

ell known that speech recognizers perform best when
ining data matches the operating conditions (SNR, mi-

one position, etc). When recognizers have to be used in



a mix of environments, the common practice is to use mixed-
style training with matched data for the various target environ-
ments. The Toolbox can be used to perform noise addition and
IR convolution on “standard” close-talk clean speech recordings
to map them to a target acoustic environment. The toolbox is de-
signed to offer a lot of flexibility on the noise and reverberation
simulation. However, in order to obtain maximum accuracy,
the noise recordings used for noise addition and the IR’s used
for convolution must be carefully selected. Their integration in
the training process of the speech recognizer is critical too. We
found the following guidelines to work well in practice.

When performing the noise addition, the noise recording(s)
and the scaling parameters should be selected to match the noise
characteristics of the target environment: SNR and noise types.
For the SNR, the speech and noise scaling factors should not be
set individually per utterance so that every noisy utterances has
the same target SNR. Instead, the scaling factor should be such
that the noisy database presents the same SNR statistics (mean,
variations) as the target environment.

When performing convolution, more than one room IR
should be used. Room IR’s are very sensitive to room geom-
etry, speaker and microphone positions, temperature, etc. To
avoid overtraining, multiple IR’s should be used. We found that
10-15 IR’s were sufficient to give good results for one room
category. The range of IR’s used should not only cover both the
range of rooms of interest for the target environment, but also
the variability inside a room (microphone/speaker positions and
other influencing factors). When multiple IR measurements are
made, as is the case in the SPEECON database, the IR’s identi-
fied with the Room Acoustics toolbox can be used directly for
convolution. To ensure proper variability in the training data,
the convolution should be randomized. That is, different IR’s
should be used for different speakers/sessions/utterances de-
pending on the level of variability that is desired. When only a
limited number of IR measurements are available (e.g. because
no extensive recordings could be made), additional synthetic
IR’s with similar acoustic properties can be generated via the
analysis and synthesis tools of the Adaptation toolbox. These
synthetic IR’s can then be randomized as regular IR’s.

3. Preliminary Experiments
A first series of experiments has been conducted by ScanSoft as
part of the research work package on adaptation included in the
SPEECON project.

3.1. Database Description

A special purpose test database has been recorded for the eval-
uation of the database adaptation method during the research
phase of the SPEECON project. This database, referred in the
sequel as the Validation database, has been recorded in vari-
ous conditions according to the standard SPEECON procedure
[4]. It contains a total 137 sessions recorded by 46 native
French speakers. Each of the sessions contains 20’ of noise
background recording, 10 isolated digits, 10 sequences of 10
digits, 5 sequences of 4 digits, and 10 command words (such
as stop, suivant, etc). Sessions have been recorded either in
an office or in a meeting room both in quiet and noisy condi-
tions. The noisy conditions were obtained by opening a win-
dow on a busy street. In addition, pink noise sequences have
been recorded for room IR identification. Three channels have
been recorded: close-talk microphone (CT), desktop-mounted
cardioid microphone (medium-talk or MT), far-talk omnidirec-
tional microphone (FT).

It must be noted that the far-talk recordings present particu-
larly aggressive conditions for ASR: the speech is heavily rever-
berated and the segmental A-weighted SNR [5] range between
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able 1: Influence of noise addition on word accuracy.

Testing Training ISD CDD C& C
office CT 50.7 34.8 30.6
FT mike Noisy 2 50.5 36.1 33.0
noisy Mix 57.3 40.0 37.2

Noisy 1 58.7 45.3 38.0
Car 51.7 38.3 38.7

meeting CT 74.6 47.6 55.4
room Noisy 2 76.2 51.6 57.9
FT mike Mix 77.3 50.4 56.2
noisy Noisy 1 78.7 55.5 56.2
office CT 99.0 98.9 96.7
CT mike Noisy 2 98.7 98.9 97.6
noisy Mix 99.0 98.8 96.9

Noisy 1 98.5 98.0 96.7

(A) and 5 dB(A). This explains the low baseline accuracy
ed in these conditions. The SNR of the MT recordings is
en 20 dB(A) and 25 dB(A).

xperimental Set-up

e experiment, a standard “embedded” recognizer has been
The recognizer uses phonetic models (HMM’s). The

end is MFCC-based and works at 11 kHz, with a frame-
f 10 ms. It outputs 12 cepstral coefficient and their first-
cond-order derivatives. The HMM’s are discrete HMM’s
eralized triphones speech units. The recognizer is trained
ndard French corpora of clean close-talk recordings (BD-
, BREF, etc). The training material amounts to about 80
of speech. The Room Acoustic and the Adaptation Tool-
have been used to adapt the original close talk recordings
test conditions.
he performance is measured on 3 tasks: isolated dig-
nnected digits, and 141 command words (the set of 10
ed words enriched with additional commands).

esults and Analysis

st evaluated the effect of noise addition alone. Noise ad-
was performed on the training corpora with the noise
ings made during the collection of the Validation DB.
oise-scaling factor was adjusted so that the SNR statis-
the adapted noisy data would match the SNR statistics
Validation DB in two noise conditions. The low SNR

ion, referred to as “Noisy 1,” corresponds to the far-talk
phone with open window; its target SNR for training is 12
. The high SNR condition, referred to as “Noisy 2,” cor-
ds to the desktop microphone; its target SNR for training

dB(A). Recognizers were trained on noisy data alone for
oisy 1” and “Noisy 2” conditions and on a mix of data

d-style training) with 50% of clean data, 25% of low SNR
nd 25% of high SNR data. In order to assess the impor-

of using noise of a type similar to the noise at recognition
the recognizer has also been retrained with noisy data ob-

by adding car noise to the clean speech database. The
ise recording was made inside a regular sedan car driving
h speed. This noise has different characteristics than the
round noise present in the Validation SI DB recordings,
is the non-stationary noise of a busy street with cars and
passing by and people discussing.
ble 1 summarizes the results obtained for the different

for various training and testing configurations.
he following observations have been made:

Noise addition improves the accuracy on the noisy FT



Table 2: Influence of convolution with synthetic IR’s on word
accuracy.

Testing Training ISD CDD C& C
office CT 86.8 85.4 82.5
FT mike mixMT 88.6 90.4 88.4
quiet mixMTFT 88.9 90.0 86.8

mixFT 88.6 88.9 86.6
meeting CT 90.2 86.6 63.3
room mixMT 91.5 89.3 74.8
FT mike mixMTFT 91.6 89.0 72.9
quiet mixFT 91.7 88.2 69.8
office CT 99.5 98.2 99.3
CT mike mixMT 99.3 97.3 99.1
quiet mixMTFT 99.3 97.3 98.9

mixFT 99.0 96.8 98.7

channel recordings, especially when noise conditions are
matched during training and testing;

� Noise addition degrades performance when tested on
high SNR signal (if the SNR is not matched);

� Mixed-style training yields the best trade-off between the
two conditions;

� Using a different noise type is not as good as using the
target noise type.

Next, we investigated the effect of convolution only. We
only considered the “quiet recording” part of the database to fo-
cus on the modeling of room reverberation. Pink noise record-
ings made in the quiet conditions in the office room have been
used for the IR identification. The identified IR length was
2048 taps at 11 kHz sampling frequency. The room IR’s have
been identified with the Room Acoustics toolbox. The identi-
fied IR’s were then analyzed using the Adaptation toolbox for
both far-talk and medium-talk conditions. Based on the out-
put of the analysis, 15 synthetic IR’s were generated in accor-
dance with the procedure described in section 2.3 for each mi-
crophone location. This to avoid “over-adaptation” to a specific
IR. The ���� synthetic IR’s were then convolved with the close
talk training data. Recognizers with various mix of reverbera-
tion conditions were trained with the resulting data: close-talk
recordings alone (CT), i.e. the original data; mixed-style train-
ing with 50% CT, 50% MT microphone (mixMT); mixed-style
training with 50% CT, 50% FT microphone (mixFT); mixed-
style training with 50% CT, 25% MT and 25% FT (mixFTMT).
The IR were randomized. That is, a different IR was randomly
picked for each speaker in the training set.

Table 2 gives the results obtained with the FT microphone
in quiet acoustic conditions for the office room and meeting
room recordings, and the results obtained for the CT record-
ings.

The following observations have been made:

� Convolution with synthetic IR improves accuracy on re-
verberated speech recordings, especially for FT record-
ings;

� With the modeling/synthetic IR approach, results are not
too sensitive to the exact room conditions (i.e. using IR
corresponding to the office recordings also helps with
meeting room recordings);

� Mixed-style training yields the best trade-off;

� Using very high-level of reverberation (corresponding to
the far-field case) during training does not necessarily
yield the best results on very reverberated test data. This
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3: Influence of the combination of convolution with IR’s
oise addition on word accuracy.

Testing Training ISD CDD C& C
office CT 50.7 34.8 30.6
FT mike Noise 53.7 40.0 37.2
noisy Conv 52.7 40.5 39.7

Conv+Noise 54.7 43.6 42.0
meeting CT 74.6 47.6 55.4
room Noise 77.3 50.4 56.2
FT mike Conv 77.7 55.1 63.7
noisy Conv+Noise 79.2 59.4 62.7
office CT 99.0 98.9 96.7
CT mike Noise 99.0 98.8 96.2
noisy Conv 99.0 98.6 96.2

Conv+Noise 99.0 98.7 96.2

can probably be explained by a “model blurring” prob-
lem: if the noise and/or reverberation level is too high,
the modeling power of the acoustic model is spent on the
noise/reverberation part of the signal instead of on the
discriminative speech features. That is, the recognizer
“learns” the reverberation, not the speech.

the final series of experiments, we combined noise addi-
nd convolution with synthetic IR. For these experiments,
erged the settings of the previous two series of experi-
. That is, we trained models on data combining convolu-
ith a randomized synthetic impulse response and noise

on for two target environments: (1) office, MT micro-
, and noisy conditions (open window, 12 dB(A) SNR);
ce, FT microphone, and noisy conditions (open window,

(A) SNR). In order to be able to compare to the results ob-
with models trained with noise addition only or with con-

on only, we trained recognizers with the following mixed-
raining configurations: 50% CT recordings, 25% simu-

T recordings and 25% simulated FT recordings.
ble 2 gives the results obtained with the FT microphone
sy acoustic conditions for the office room and meeting
recordings, and the results obtained for the CT recordings.
he following observations have been made:

Both convolution and noise addition yield improvements
on far-field noisy data;

The improvements are cumulative (on far-field noisy
recordings), but not additive;

The approach is robust to cross-room effects;

Of course, the price to pay for the improved performance
of the models on far-field noisy data is a small loss of
performance on close-talk and/or clean recordings.

Experiments on the SPEECON Hebrew
database

oolbox developed by DaimlerChrysler and ScanSoft
een independently validated by NSC on the Hebrew
CON database after completion of the recordings. Since
EECON database includes enough speech utterances to
recognizer and the recordings are made in noisy and re-

ated conditions, it is possible to train a recognizer with
oisy far-talk data. Its performance can then be compared
he performance of a recognizer trained on simulated data
ed by the toolbox from the close-talk data. More specif-
in this series of experiments, the office recordings of the

w SPEECON database have been used to train and test a



speaker-independent digit recognizer. The following tests were
performed:

1. Baseline: Train and test at the same environment using
the same microphone, i.e. matched conditions;

2. Cross Test: Train at CT microphone and test at target
microphone (MT or FT);

3. Adaptation Test: Train at adapted CT microphone and
test at target microphone (MT or FT).

4.1. Database Description

The data was recorded in five offices. Recordings of 146 speak-
ers from three offices were used for training, and the recordings
of 54 (distinct) speakers from the two other offices were used as
a test set. The utterances of each speaker were recorded simulta-
neously using four microphones that were located in four differ-
ent positions: CT headset, CT lavalier, MT located at 0.5 meters
from the speaker, and FT located 2-3 meters from the speaker.
The speakers were located in one of up to five different posi-
tions in the room. For each position, pink noise was recorded
in order to enable calculation of reverberation characteristics.
In addition to putting the loudspeaker where the speaker’s head
would be, positions of approximately 50 cm to the right and 50
cm to the left were also taken. So, it is possible to identify ���

IR’s per room.
For each speaker, a recording of about twenty seconds of an

exemplary noise sequence before the actual recording was done
for noise addition.

4.2. Experimental Set-up

All experiments were performed using the standard HMM HTK
Toolkit (HTK v3.1) [6]. It is configured to use 39 MFCC coef-
ficients (cepstrum + first- and second-order derivatives) with a
16 ms frame shift. Continuous density, 8 Gaussians per mixture
models were trained for the ten Hebrew digits with 10-12 states
per model. The baseline performance of the recognizer when
trained and tested on the CT channel is 96.4% word accuracy.

The convolution with the IR’s for the target environment
has been performed with real identified IR’s. Since there was
a sufficient number of real identified IR’s, it was not needed to
generate additional synthetic IR’s as in section 3. The IR’s used
for the convolution had a length of 2048 samples. The IR’s were
scaled to preserve the energy of the speech signal.

Noise addition was performed with the noise recordings
made during the recording session of the training speaker on
the proper microphone (MT or FT).

4.3. Results and Analysis

Figure 1 summarizes the average recognition results for the MT
and FT microphones. The results show that:

� Convolution improves the recognition rate significantly
for both MT and FT microphones;

� Noise addition on convolved speech usually further im-
proves the recognition rate, especially for the FT micro-
phone; recognition rates achieved this way are very close
to the baseline recognition rate;

� Noise addition on clean speech does not improve the
recognition rate compared to results obtained in the cross
tests.

This last result is in contradiction with the findings on the Vali-
dation database. The reason for the different observation might
be that the noise level is much lower in the Hebrew SPEECON
recordings.
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s for the Hebrew SPEECON Database.

5. Summary
arizing the results obtained on the two databases, we can
de that the simulation technique proposed here is effec-

ven if it does not allow a recognizer to match the perfor-
of a recognizer trained on real data. In partice, we ob-
that noise addition helps improving performance when
R is bad, with the best improvements when the SNR

e noise type match the test situation, and that convolu-
elps improving performance for far-field recordings (MT
). The accuracy gains of noise addition and convolution
mulative when dealing with far-talk noisy data. Multi-
training (combining several noise conditions and rever-
on conditions) can yield good trade-offs, even if match-
om characteristics in the training and testing conditions
best performance. In the specific case of convolution, we
ded that synthesizing additional impulse responses via

gh-level modeling approach described in [2] avoids over-
g when only one IR is available for the room.
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